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 Evaluation and public decision-making
 Data continuum

 Surveys and census data
 Geospatial imagery and sensors
 New insights from big data analytics

Risks and challenges

 Panel discussion

! Not mutually exclusive !

Based on quantitative methods
Quasi-experimental design
→ counterfactual
Ask what is the impact on
beneficiaries? = attribution

impact
evaluation

processes &
performance
evaluation

UNDERLYING INTERVENTION

Qualitative approach &
assessment of contribution
OECD evaluation criteria
relevance
effectiveness
efficiency
sustainability

public decision-making

evaluation

-

Social media
e-transactions
Phone records
Satellites
Automatic sensors
Digitised surveys

GENERATE

TOOLS
“Big data analytics”

-

Text
Speech
Video
Images

Predictive analysis
Focus on the fit of the model, i.e.
What are good predictors Xi of Y?
(e.g. LASSO regression & regression trees)

Descriptive analysis
spot patterns or attributes (only Xi)

LARGE

(cf. clustering algorithms)

-

Administrative databases
Monitoring databases

(projects and programmes)

Census
Digitised surveys

Multiple sources
of
small and large
data

Econometrics / statistical
analysis
Focus on variables Xi coefficients

(“indicators”)
SMALL

DATA CONTINUUM

BIG

SOURCES

-

Local surveys
Interviews
Focus groups

Qualitative,
descriptive
analysis

Source: UN Global Pulse Big Data in evaluation report (2016)
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ACTIVELY GENERATED DATA

Mobile-based

Epidemiology surveillance
Food security monitoring
Cf. UN World Food Programme
with “mVAM” project

→ Faster intervention
Sources: ICT4Eval (2017) &
atelier SOLEP (feb. 2018)

PASSIVELY GENERATED DATA

Mobile-based
Income prediction in
developing countries (e.g.
Rwanda and more)

Social media
Cf. sentiment analyses
- to assess consumers
confidence (CBS NL)

Origin-destination
analysis to estimate
infrastructure needs in
developed countries

- to understand factors of
social unrest (ex. “MISMA”
project Brazil, WB)

→ Targeted aid and other
public services

And more, e.g. Instagram

Sources: SOLEP atelier (Sept. 2018)
& Alexander (2015)

Workshop 3

Sources: AI4ECON (2018) & Cyber
society, Big Data and Evaluation
(2017)

(near) real time information
PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS in Rwanda
(1) Train subsample: learn about Xi & Yi relationship
2,200 household (HH) phone survey

Source: Blumenstock (Dec. 2017)

(2) Predict out-of-sample: predict Yi from Xi
approx. 1,500,000 mobile phone subscribers

(3) Cross-validate

with info from National census: 15,000 HH field survey

Source: Blumenstock et al (2016)

Workshop 2

Satellite imagery
•“Long” tradition
•Ex. Night lights to estimate
economic activity (e.g.
North Korea)

•NEW : Daytime satellite

•Agricultural and

Sensors from satellites and

•Quasi-experimental

Evaporation, CO2

•Counterfactuals based on

Etc.

environmental policy
design

images with deep learning
to map income levels.

Sensors

Impact evaluation

satellite imagery & other

aircraft

emissions, and rainfall

sources

IMPROVED IMAGE RESOLUTION
& OPEN SOURCES

Source: ICT4 Eval (2017)



Rapidly evolving field
◦ Training and education
◦ Labour policy and more



Large and small data

◦ Surveys (OECD PISA database e.g.)
◦ Administrative databases
◦ Projects/programmes-specific
Workshop 1
databases



Aim to uncover patterns &
attributes
◦ Enrich evaluation analysis.



Emerging literature on machine
learning and impact evaluation
◦

See Athey (2019), AI4ECON (2018)
ICT4EVAL conferences (2017)

Source: McKinsey (2017)

Source: SOLEP ateliers (2018 )
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No panacea

◦ Ground in theory and triangulate methods
 See afternoon workshops



Algorithms weaknesses and ethical concerns
◦ Remain critical and be open about these
 See session 2 and afternoon workshops



Culture shock

◦ Cf. UN Global Pulse: “You cannot just put a social scientist and a

data scientist in a room and assume that magic will ensue (…).
What statisticians, demographers and economists need to
realise is that data science is not just a fad. And what computer
scientists need to acknowledge is that they cannot solve global
poverty by crunching numbers alone”.
→ How to work together?

